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Dear Reader,

Here is another issue of CybageTimes blooming with 
pride and joy. The past fifteen years have provided 
Cybage with a history it will never forget. There have 
been good moments, and not so good moments, but 
they’re all part of the magic. They all helped to form 
the Cybage we know today. They’re what made the 
magic REAL.

In this issue of CybageTimes, we bring you a special 
feature on the ‘Journey of Cybage’. We celebrate 
the most memorable moments from Cybage’s past, 
the triumphs, and masterpieces, that fifteen years of 
Cybage magic have produced.

And the magic continues, from cover to cover, 
bringing alive individual artistry and re-emphasizing 
the vibrant culture that makes Cybage truly unique. 

While with every new day the quest for acquiring 
new competency continues, let’s spare a moment 
and think about the environment and our fragile 
Earth. The best strategy for each one of us is to live an 
environmentally responsible life to begin with. Be the 
change - let’s follow this with full earnest from now 
on as ‘every drop counts.’ 

Hope that you enjoy this issue of CybageTimes. 
Share an experience, an intricate brain-teaser, or an 
innovative idea – let your creative bend of mind take 
over; write to us at CybageTimes@Cybage.com

The CybageTimes Editorial Team

Cybage Software Pvt. Ltd.
HQ: West Avenue, Kalyani Nagar, Pune 411006, India. | Tel: 91 20 6604 1700, Fax: 91 20 6604 1701
Pune | Hyderabad | Gandhinagar | Seattle | New Jersey | San Francisco | London 

An SEI-CMMI Level 5 assessed & ISO 27001 company  | www.cybage.com
Designed by Visual Communication Team and content reviewed by Documentation Team
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“A dream you dream alone is only 
a dream. A dream you dream 
together is reality.”



15years. Sometimes, they feel like a lifetime. Sometimes, a blink of an eye. Many early memories 
of Cybage flash like a set of scattered scenes from a movie you saw as a kid. The shooting for 

this Cybage movie began in an old army colony apartment of ‘Salunke Vihar’. In those days, the first 
person to report to work used to be “Maushi”. All our innocent strategic discussions used to happen 
under the balcony shade of that Gulmohar tree, over Maushi’s mouth-watering poha and piping hot 
tea. Parties? Yes, we had one. A little dinner to celebrate my daughter’s birth, and all four Cybagians 
jostled to hold her in their lap!  

The next several scenes of the movie were shot on the “Clover Cascade” sets of Kalyani Nagar. 
This time around, the first person to report to work every day was this old nameless and toothless 
watchman that everyone conveniently christened as “Baba”. He looked ready to collapse any second. 
But one sight of a Cybagian, and his frail body would magically erect into the world’s most impressive 
salute accompanied by an authoritative stamping of his foot! Meeting places? Most of the bonding 
sessions would happen on the bungalow lawns under rainbow-colored umbrellas. 
 
What followed was the movie’s interval, and the second half unveiled a rapid “des” to ”pardes” 
transformation of Cybage. Fancy corporate buildings took over cozy bungalows. Nestle coffee and 
tea makers replaced Maushi. Professional security agencies ensured Baba’s retirement. There was 
no ‘first’ person to report to work as the offices were open 24x7. Meetings relocated to professional 
conferencing environments.   

Cybage has become a “brand” now. And the proud flashers of this brand are the “new” Cybagians as 
they mingle in the social landscape of Pune, Hyderabad, Gandhinagar, and even USA. And old-timers? 
They feel incredibly proud too, but they have their moments when they miss some of those good old 
days... when Cybage was ‘different’. And on one such thoughtful morning, about couple of weeks 
back, I drove in to Cybage Towers...  

An unusual hustle-bustle at the main entrance broke my nostalgic trance. The fire drill was on.  
My car couldn’t progress further as the gate was closed. So I handed the car keys to an office driver, 
disembarked, entered the premises and was mesmerized by the sight greeting me... the whole 
Cybage CT1 was down... all two thousand plus of them! A sea of tiny huddles of Cybagians spread 
all over the campus–some walking, some standing, some sitting around. As I passed one group, 
I overheard animated project-specific discussions; with another group, it was an intimate family-
oriented discussion. One group even hushed up, elbows nudging as I passed by. It took no more than 
5 minutes before I made it to elevators, but those brief moments were enough for the revelation to 
dawn upon me. It was only my perception, and not the warm spirit of Cybagians that ever changed...  

Cybagians still sit around in Chai-ki-tapdis – joking, laughing, and engrossed in their own strategic 
discussions. They still jostle to hold new born babies of their teammates, or celebrate marriages/
anniversaries, even co-walk the final journey of the close departed ones. Just because the stem 
doesn’t feel the presence of flowers in its proximity doesn’t necessarily mean that the flowers are not 
there. It means that the stem has grown into a trunk, with hundreds of branches. The flowers at the 
end of each branch still retain the same fragrance of the original Cybagian spirit. The only difference–
our plant has blossomed into a tree. A beautiful family tree!   

Sincerely,
Arun Nathani | CEO & MD

Executive

Speak

“Cybage has 
become a “brand” 
now. And the 
proud flashers of 
this brand are the 
“new” Cybagians...  
And old-timers? 
They feel 
incredibly proud 
too, but they have 
their moments 
when they miss 
some of those 
good old days...”
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Please send your feedback to: 
CybageTimes@Cybage.com 

I was touched 
when my 

father said, “I am 
happy for you 
for being a part 
of a team where 

I can see you have life beyond 
work.” This was after he read 
CybageTimes. The Dec ’09 issue 
of CybageTimes was a perfect 
symphony depicting various 
activities going on in Cybage. 
We got to know more multi-
talented Cybagians as well. 
The issue was certainly a treat 
to read. My special thanks to 
the editorial team for such an 
excellent job!

Ashok P Navale | 
Sr. Project Manager, 
Hyderabad  

I look forward 
to every copy 

of CybageTimes. 
It certainly helps 
to get to know 
our colleagues 

better and strengthen our 
bond within the organization. 
Overall, it is inspiring, 
interesting, motivational, 
and more so, attractively 
packaged. CybageTimes is 
also an interesting read for our 
families and friends. However, 
I would also like to add that 
CybageTimes should encourage 
more employee contribution. 
Kudos to the team and looking 
forward to the next issue!  

Anish Betawadkar | 
Delivery Manager, Pune

C ybageAsha is truly a great initiative and CybageTimes manages 
to effectively communicate the activities undertaken by 

CybageAsha for the welfare of the society. Also, it’s really great to 
know about the lives of people who are behind the success of the 
company, through congeniality personified, upclose and personal, 
etc. Thanks to the entire team of CybageTimes for bringing such 
great work to our notice and benefit. 

Gourav Jain | Software Engineer, Pune

C ybageTimes is truly an enjoyable read. The good design and 
presentation only makes it better. I have personally learnt a 

few lessons from the various quotes, talks, and profiles of my fellow 
Cybagians. I would suggest adding a section wherein people are 
encouraged to write articles or provide innovative ideas. This will 
foster innovative thinking among Cybagians.

Smarajit Das | Sr. Project Manager, Hyderabad   

I t is said, “When you believe in what you’re doing and use your 
imagination and initiative, you can make a difference”. Certainly, 

the CybageTimes team has proved this right. I feel it is innovation 
that has added to the positive energy and great work culture that 
lingers in Cybage. This is a great opportunity wherein we get to learn 
more about our fellow Cybagians. Congratulations to the entire 
editorial team. 

Rita Choubey | Sr. QA Engineer, Gandhinagar

T he Dec ’09 issue was attractive. I especially enjoyed the 
‘Happenings 24x7’ that aptly captured the year gone by and 

reflected the true spirit of Cybagians. In future editions, I would like 
to see a section devoted to organizational initiatives. You can also 
add a tribute to the innovators @ Cybage, which would act as a 
guiding beacon to the rest.

Ashita Shah | Sr. Executive - Business Development, Pune

Readers’
 Feedback
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A Burning     
       Desire to 
               Excel

A mit was born and brought up in a 
small village called Ozar, near Nashik. 

Raised by simple and loving parents who 
are practicing doctors, Amit chose his own 
path into the world of technology. 

Amit turns back the clock and shares some 
interesting events that made him a pillar  
of success.

“My father, a man of principles and 
strong values, was a doctor to the poor.” 
Amit recalls during his childhood seeing 
patients pouring in each day at his father’s 

clinic situated next door. There was an 
atmosphere of sickness and despair, and it 
did not leave a good taste in him as a child. 
It was at about this time that he decided 
he would never enter the world  
of medicine.    

After his 12th exams, Amit had taken 
admission in a local college for BCS 
as there was a delay in engineering 
admissions. This proved to be the turning 
point in his life. Amit later came to Pune to 
pursue his Masters program.

Amit’s journey at Cybage began on 12th 
October 1998 as a software engineer. Since 
then, there has been no looking back, and 
his career has been on an upswing. He 
started developing testing automation 
in Visual Basic and a couple of months 
later was shifted to a new project, and 
then the next. Due to his versatility and 
excellence in handling projects, he got the 
opportunity to work on various projects 
in different technologies, languages, 
and databases, from C++, COM, DCOM, 
JAVA, to PERL/PHP, .NET, ORACLE, and 
MySQL. “Your growth in an organization 
should not be concentrated on a specific 
technology,” says Amit. He not only gives 
importance to learning a technology 
but also to mapping it the right way to 
business; this is his distinguishing factor. 

Currently, Amit is in his twelfth year with 
Cybage and has risen to the rank of a 
Technical Evangelist. He is instrumental in 
the progress and success of ExcelShore™–
Cybage’s unique and effective model 
of operational excellence. Even now, 
he strives to perfect the mathematical 
algorithms to make ExcelShore™ ever 
strong. “You need to give off your best no 
matter what the circumstances may be,” 
adds Amit.

Amit’s passion to learn just about anything 
is quite evident from his keen interest in 
general knowledge and history. Though 
an introvert, Amit still keeps in touch with 
a few of his close friends. He reminisces 
about his school days and mentions that 
whenever there were any extracurricular 
activities, he would simply run away from it 
all. And he still feels the same way today. 

“I believe that at Cybage, they 
let you be the person you are 
and yet appreciate you for 
the work done,” says  
Amit Mulay | Technical Evangelist

“I have been an 
introvert all my life, but 
that has not hampered 
my professional life 
or growth. Be good at 
your work and believe 
in yourself. It will take 
you places!”

“Amit is the ray of hope in a 

complex situation. His power 

to grasp and problem-solving 

ability are truly amazing.”  

Mahesh GB | 

Chief Architect   

“A perfect role-model. Unique 

and with a remarkable 

memory.”  

Vivek Narkhede | 

Sr. Software Engineer

“Amit is one of the best 

analytical minds I have ever 

come across. He has an 

amazing ability to understand 

complex requirements and 

convert them into a software 

algorithm.”  

Tirtha Dasgupta | 

Sr. Project Manager

“Versatile, focused, passionate 

with a never say die attitude.” 

Raghava Reddy | 

Technical Evangelist
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Cybage–BITS Collaboration:
MS in Software Engineering

C ybage Software Pvt. Ltd. (CSPL) and the Birla 
Institute of Technology & Science, Pilani (BITS) 

have joined together to promote academic and 
research interactions through an ‘Off-Campus Work 
Integrated Learning & Collaborative Programme’.

The MS in Software Engineering is a two-year post 
graduate degree programme that will be globally 
recognized. This off-campus programme conducted 
by BITS at CSPL, Pune will have the same rigor and 
standards and will be equivalent to the corresponding 
degrees offered on-campus at BITS Pilani. 

The benefits under this collaborative arrangement are 
numerous. It will enable Cybagians to be multi-skilled, 
be exposed to upcoming technologies, appreciate key 
management concepts, participate in organizational 
initiatives, and enhance their academic qualifications.  

‘T ogether We Can’ was the theme of 
the DoubleClick–Cybage 10-years 

celebrations. Spread over three days, 
every member in the team had a role 
to play: right from conceptualizing and 
planning to organizing and execution. 
It was the sheer enthusiasm and 
determination of each member that led 
to the success of the celebrations.

The first two days of the celebrations 
saw creativity at its best with a slogan 
contest and an adventurous treasure 
hunt. The final day was equally action 
packed. As part of the inaugural 

ceremonies, one-minute games were 
played between Ashish Deshpande, 
Manager, Software Engineering, Double 
Click and Rajesh Kurup, Vice President 
and Head – Media & Entertainment 
Practice. Adding zing to the celebrations 
were quiz competitions, tambola, 
musical chairs, and hip-shaking 
chartbusters that set the stage on fire. 
Charlie (DBA) from Google Inc was also 
a part of this momentous occasion and 
said he simply had a blast. However, 
the highlight of the celebrations was 
when Ashish Deshpande, Arun Nathani, 
Rajesh Kurup, and Sunita Pawar shared 

their experiences on the Cybage–DC 
relationship, and how this relationship 
has prospered over each passing 
moment.

Towards the end, amidst much applause 
and cheer, the oldest member of the 
team was felicitated, newest members 
introduced, winner of the best slogan 
announced, a cash prize presented to 
the winning team, and finally, Ashish 
Deshpande was awarded the ‘man of  
the match’ trophy.

DoubleClick–Cybage
      10-years Celebrations

Big
Splash!

Left - Mr. L Maheshwari (Vice-Chancellor, BITS Pilani)  Right - Mr. Deepak Nathani 
(COO, CSPL) signing the MOU.
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A memorable Cybage event: Although I have not attended 
any official Cybage events, I do have several great 

memories. I have enjoyed meeting the team members and 
am especially excited at the quality of the staff that you have. 
I have also enjoyed the dinners!  The cuisine is great and I love 
spicy food. 

Your views on leadership and team bonding: I believe great 
leaders are people who are truly not afraid to take risk.  
I also believe good leaders set direction and then surround 
themselves with smart people who are empowered to achieve. 
On team bonding - Work hard... play hard. Make sure you have 
fun but get it done. Don’t take yourself too seriously.   

A ‘word’ that best describes your passion for work: “Fortes 
fortuna juvat” is one of my favorite expressions. I believe you 
create fortune or luck through action. 

The person you admire most: A tough question as I have many 
folks that I admire. Martin Luther King from an inspirational 
perspective is definitely among the top ones in my list. Nelson 
Mandela is another favorite from an integrity perspective. 
The most interesting from a leadership perspective would be 
Theodore Roosevelt. He led with conviction and had vision. He 
was also a man of action. A great book if you get a chance to 
read is “River of Doubt,” which is a true story of an exploratory 
expedition in South America.
 
Your views on Indian culture: I’m still learning a lot about 
Indian culture. There is an energy that is incomparable. It is 

fast-paced, vibrant, crowded, colorful, and eye opening at the 
same time. I am fascinated to learn more about the different 
regions and provinces. I have to admit the driving is a little 
over the top, but I guess it’s something you get used to.  

Your service to less fortunate: My wife keeps me involved in 
philanthropic activities as she is very busy in this regard. We 
(my wife and five children) volunteer at a home for disabled 
children and help run their annual fundraiser. We also support 
a local homeless shelter in our town by making meals and 
working in the kitchen. 

Impressive
           Partnership

Dave Johnson is COO of iCrossing and 
executive sponsor for our partnership. 
On his recent visit to Pune, Dave spared 
a moment from his hectic schedule and 
talked to CybageTimes. Here is what he 
had to say.   

“This is a new relationship between iCrossing 
and Cybage, and I’m excited at the progress 
to date. I’ve been impressed with the caliber 
of talent in the organization and the feeling 
you get when you walk the halls. It’s great to 
see people playing table tennis or pool and 
generally having a great time. The culture of an 
organization is a key barometer to the type of 
relationship you can expect, and I get a good 
feeling from what I have seen during my visits 
to Cybage.”
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Joining Cybage

I feel I was destined to be a 
Cybagian. Cybage was the first 

company I joined soon after finishing 
my bachelor’s degree in engineering 
from MIT, Pune. I worked at Cybage 
(then with employee strength of 
approx. 120) for a year and then went 
on to pursue my higher studies in 
the US. Later, close to the time when 
I finished my Masters in Computer 
Science from Northeastern University, 
Boston, I was offered the opportunity 
to join Cybage Inc in Redmond, WA.  
I took the decision instantaneously 
and flew to Redmond to what has 
been a journey of six exciting years, 
full of challenges and opportunities. 

Trying Times... 
When I first decided to go to the US, 
I was not aware of the challenges 
that lay ahead of me. The first few 
months in the US were hard-hitting. 
Even though I had past experience 
of hostel life and living away from 
family, this sure was very different. 
Extreme weather, long working hours, 
supporting multiple jobs, and paying 
for basic expenses – everything 
looked tough. It was a lot of hard work 
and self-motivation that changed 
my way of living, to a great extent, 
for good. Hardships define your 
character, after all! 

Did you want to be in IT?
My first love has always been 
sports, cricket in particular. 

Frankly speaking, my equation 
with IT definitely was not 

that of love-at-first-sight! 
I still remember my 
first impression about 
computers and binary 
language being 
outright boring and 

silly!!! It was computer-based games 
and multimedia that initially drew 
me to PCs. Later, during my high 
school I wrote my first program in 
Pascal and ended up developing 
immense interest in programming 
and problem-solving; something that 
eventually led me to my career in IT.

Memorable moments
To be honest and not sound clichéd 
- every day is memorable. Some of 
the best times I’ve had in my adult life 
have been at Cybage Inc. However, 
one of the most memorable and 
proud moments was the day I was 
offered to join Cybage and work 
towards setting up the Redmond 
office. I still feel nostalgic about those 
early days every time I walk into the  
Cybage Inc office. 

I also treasure all the fun I’ve had 
celebrating festivals and annual 
bashes with fellow Cybagians onsite.

Work–life Balance
Life is work, work is life, and that’s just 
what it is for me. Work–life integration 
is probably one of the greatest 
benefits we have here at Cybage Inc.

Your Family
I come from a joint family, driven 
completely by values–that includes 
my perfectionist dad, my extremely 
simple mother, very caring elder 
brother and sister in law, and two 
lovely nephews – Nishant and Tanish. 
At home, I share my life with my 
loveable wife, Sonia, and our little 
bundle of joy “Arushi”. My family has 
always fueled me with inspiration and 
determination to reach great levels  
of success.

supporting multiple jobs, and paying 
for basic expenses – everything 
looked tough. It was a lot of hard work 
and self-motivation that changed 
my way of living, to a great extent, 
for good. Hardships define your 
character, after all! 

Did you want to be in IT?
My first love has always been 
sports, cricket in particular. 

Frankly speaking, my equation 
with IT definitely was not 

that of love-at-first-sight! 
I still remember my 
first impression about 
computers and binary 
language being 
outright boring and 
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Upclose & 
   Personal with Ashish

I like  
A good sense of humor

My opinion  
Challenges are opportunities

A special moment  
The first time when I took  
my daughter in my arms

My inspiration  
My family, my dad 

I dislike  
Arrogance and politics  
at work

Hobbies & Interests  
Sports enthusiast, a die-hard 
cricket fan, and a music lover 

An important mantra  
“Tough times never last, 
tough people do”

“Your attitude determines 
your altitude”,  
Ashish P Keshwani |  
Sr. Project Manager, Cybage Inc.
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Parul Sharma 
Software Engineer, Pune

G regarious, simple, confident, and adventurous are 
some adjectives that define her best! Parul likes to 

win, be it an exam, a game, or the hearts of people. She 
believes in living life to the fullest. She is an active member 
of the Cybage Cultural Committee.  Dance is her passion; 
she has a good command on different dance forms, be it 
the stately ballroom dance or the peppy Bhangra. She had 
even participated in the Annual Bash and left the audience 
spell bound with her performances. Parul made history 
when she was declared the winner of the Pool Tournament 
for the year 2009. She is also an active member of Trek 
Unlimited and has led a number of trekking events.  

Amit Kumar
APM, Hyderabad

A mit is an inspiration to most employees at 
Hyderabad. Apart from being an APM with sound 

team-handling skills and an excellent motivator, Amit 
is an active member of CybageAsha and the Cultural 
Committee. He always takes the initiative to organize 
and co-ordinate various events and competitions such 
as kite-making, painting, craft making, etc. He played a 
key roll in the Cybage Hyderabad Annual Bash ’08 and 
’09. Amit’s talents are spread over other areas as well. 
He is a fine guitarist, a badminton champion, and a 
great cricket player. He is also passionate about playing 
carom, whenever he gets the time. And that‘s not all. 
Amit occasionally entertains his audience and friends 
with his fine mimicry skills.

Nikhil Khankhoje
APM, Pune

At Cybage, you 
not only get the 
opportunity to 
perform well at work, 
but also the support 
to initiate and lead 
activities that you 
are interested in. 
Read further to see            
how some Cybagians 
have explored the 
opportunities at 
Cybage and are 
fulfilling their  
dreams!

Multi- 
Talented
Cybagians

“C onfidence is half the Victory”, says Nikhil. A Cybagian 
who can’t sit idle found a vast pool of activities, apart 

from work, that caught his attention. “When I want a break, 
I enjoy playing TT and pool”, adds Nikhil. Nikhil has been 
organizing various pool tournaments on behalf of the Cybage 
Sports Committee. He also won the Cybage Pool Tournament 
in the men’s double category for 2008 and 2009 consecutively. 
He had also participated in a fashion show at a Directors’ Bash, 
a jive dance performance at the Annual Bash and was an active 
participant of the ballroom dance sessions. The love for biking 
led him to create ‘Street Riders’ Syndicate (SRS), the bikers 
club at Cybage, along with a few Cybagians who share this 
common interest. He enjoys kite flying and is passionate about 
photography. To add to his list of talents, he had also won the 
title of Cybage Certified Trainer and was acknowledged the 
‘Best Trainer’ by the Cybage Training team for the year 2009.     



Bold & 
    Beautiful Bond

Find out what Cybage-
Allegiance team members 
have to say on their 
association with Allegiance 
and on team bonding. 
Below are inspiring 
testimonials from the team 
that speak volumes.

• “Greg (Greg Wiggins is CTO of Allegiance) is barely 15 minutes in the 
meeting with the team on one of his visits and he knows every new face 
with the person’s name. This amazed me.”  
                                                                         

• “Team bonding is a routine and not an exercise.”

• “It’s always exciting to be a part of the team, working on a product  
that redefines itself over time to be better than the best out there  
and demands you to be so.”

• “I did not expect a “Director of product strategy” to send me a code 
snippet for achieving an animation effect. It was really nice of him to 
share this code, which he came across while he was casually browsing. 
He knew that we were trying to do something similar.” 

• “Tasks are delegated and not the pressure.”

• “The focus is to collectively rectify a mistake and not hold any  
individual responsible for it. This is what I like about my team.”

• “‘What’s next,’ is what’s asked at the end of every task.” 

• “The team is extremely accommodating specially when there  
is a newcomer. It took me hardly any time to blend into the  
Allegiance spirit.”

• “I feel like I don’t work for Allegiance, I work with Allegiance.”

Q: YOU said
“I have the freedom to 
suggest and not worry 
about being wrong.” 

A: ALLEGIANCE says
 “The only stupid 
question is the one that 
was never asked.”

CybageTimes  |  July 2010  |  10
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“o ur lives are more like flashback, in 
whatever state we are during our first 

five–six years of life, the same state keeps 
repeating itself ...” is something I read years 
ago and cannot forget. Although I believe in 
this to a large extent, I can’t deny the fact that 
something that happened early in my life is 
shaping everything I am and do. 
 
If you don’t feel that way, then it just hasn’t 
happened yet. It’s inevitable that at some 
point in this journey called life there will be a 
life-changing event. Sometimes, we recognize 
that event immediately; most of the time, the 
realization comes over a period of time. And 
folks like us who are driven more by logic and 
algorithms, seldom recognize this without 
innocent or deliberate analysis.
 
You would agree with me - reminiscences of 
college days are always fresh, be it the ecstasy 
of being selected to lend a helping hand to your 
favorite lecturer or that urgency of rushing for 
the lecture of ‘Mr. Hitler’ leaving behind your 
half-eaten samosa. It was my parting year at 
college. A Diwali function was organized by 
an NGO. I was my usual self – engrossed in the 
fund collection activity – when I saw this lovely 
girl! As usually happens, by the end of that 
function, my eyes were hurting - it’s not easy to 
look sideways. 
 
Initially, my roommate had a tough time 
understanding the reason for my absence 
during the 8th semester: until then I had my 
ninety eight percentage attendance... but 
one does not need to be a James Bond to 
understand this simple phenomenon - ‘love’. 
 
As luck would have it, my class-teacher in the 
final year was ‘Mr. Hitler’. Time passed by, rather 
flew, and I was called to explain the reason for 
this absence. Such news always spreads like 

fire; a 43-member all-party advisory panel (my 
class had 44 students) unanimously consoled 
me that such things happen in life, six months is 
not a long time, things would be fine in ATKT...  
 
I entered ‘Mr. Hitler’s’ cabin with shaky legs, all 
prepared and planned for the next six months. 
But it felt like a cool breeze in the sweltering 
heat of April when I saw my favorite teacher as 
well with ‘Mr. Hitler’. I was still orienting myself 
when I heard – “JP, why have you come today?” 
I wasn’t shocked, but before I could reply, I 
couldn’t believe what I heard – “We know what 
you are going through and considering that you 
have shared truth, we will allow you to appear 
for exams.” I had spoken my heart out to my 
favorite teacher a day before; that truth gave 
me six months, and the chance to avoid ATKT 
for life. 
 
One moment of truth was a life-changing event 
for me. Realization of the power of truth and 
an unbiased part of ‘Mr. Hitler’ have shaped me 
into what I am today.  
 
Truth with no different view, unlike the famous 
reply from Yudhisthir during Mahabharat “...
haan, Ashwathama maara gaya, kintu haathi ...”, 
has always helped me and made my life such 
an easy one. It has become more like a daily 
routine where truth comes out effortlessly. ‘Mr. 
Hitler’ knew what I thought of him, and yet, he 
was not affected by my thoughts. He probably 
did what he felt right... and this helps me today 
as well to sleep in peace every night without 
losing sleep over how to give someone back in 
equal measure. Instead, I am able to focus on 
the real issues, and thus have a little more time 
in hand than 24 hours. 

Contributed by
Jagat Pal Singh | Chief Technology Officer

Your Story
If there is something that has changed your life or created a positive impact, and you want to 
share it with Cybage, please email your story to CybageTimes@Cybage.com

Life-Changing    
         Event – Truth

“One moment 
of truth was a 
life-changing 
event for me. 
Realization of 
the power of 
truth and an 
unbiased part 
of ‘Mr. Hitler’ 
have shaped 
me into what 
I am today.” 



Journey of Cybage
It’s the fifteenth year of celebration of discovering new horizons, and the determination of 
continuing the Cybage story with grace more than ever before. CybageTimes brings you 
memorable snapshots of the years gone by. 

1995-1996, Salunke Vihar

Cybage’s first office (bungalow) 

Team with client

The only & prized conference room

Reception

The office (bungalow) entrance

Baba – the watchman

Lunch & meetings under the umbrellas

Recreational room

The winding stairways

This is how we were...

Strike a pose

Celebration time

Founded in 1995, Cybage commenced operations in an old 
3-bedroom army colony apartment of Salunke Vihar. The office 
was situated in one room with six PCs and four developers, where 
strategic discussions used to take place in the balcony, staying 
facilities were in-house and Mahesh GB, Technical Evangelist and 
Cybage’s oldest employee, was part of it all—the initial team. 

1997-2002 Clover Cascade, Kalyani Nagar
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Cybage Towers, Pune

Journey of Cybage
It’s the fifteenth year of celebration of discovering new horizons, and the determination of 
continuing the Cybage story with grace more than ever before. CybageTimes brings you 
memorable snapshots of the years gone by. 

Bhoomipoojan of Cybage, West Avenue, Pune

Construction work in progress, West Avenue

Cybage, West Avenue

...Redmond - US, Hyderabad & 
Gandhinagar development centers 

followed... and then  

I first learnt about CyberAge during my last few months at CDAC. To 
attract the graduating class, there were enticing CyberAge posters 

on the campus that read—‘Juiciest assignments in IT’ with melting 
chocolate over strawberries. I remember Deepak’s concern towards 
the end of my CDAC interview, “Chiraaaag (in Deepak’s signature tone 

), the only problem we have with guys from Delhi is that they leave 
us in 6 months” and I had enthusiastically replied, “No, Sir, CyberAge 
is my dream company and I will certainly stay longer than 6 months.” 

I have always liked to believe that I was the 100th employee Cybage 
had hired (my employee id in CSPL was 1100). Those were still 
formative days when the company was housed in peaceful white 
bungalows with serenity all around in the form of tall trees and 
colorful umbrellas topping the outdoor lunch tables. On the day of 
joining, we literally got to tour the entire company and meet almost 
every employee. Arun was on a US marketing trip that time but upon 
his return, he made it a point to come to the Altiris room to welcome 
the newest of us in CyberAge camp while generously handing out 
some after-eights. 

What followed over the next few years was a lot of work, which never 
felt like work in spite of the sometimes never-ending sleepless nights 
that generally people in their early twenties have the stamina to 
relish. It was like Dire Strait’s ‘Money for Nothing’ and I actually felt 
that this job is so cool, I get paid thousands of rupees each month for 
something that I love so much to do, it couldn’t get any better than 
this! Some memorable events along the way were team parties, the 
outings when Greg used to visit, the big move from bungalows to the 
West Avenue building, annual parties getting bigger each year... 

During one of the recruitment drives in Hyderabad in late 2003, Arun 
had told me that I was being considered to be sent to US to manage 
the US office that was about to be opened in near future. It all 
happened as planned. I landed at Seattle airport in early 2004. The US 
infrastructure and operations gradually got stabilized, the team grew 
moderately, we celebrated Inc’s birthdays and welcomed occasional 
visitors from the headquarters. In the last 10 years, my reporting 
changed from Amit to Prashant (both of who have been great 
managers with very different working styles) and now to Devdatta. 
Since last several years, I have been the Cybage Inc guy who talks to 
clients in Microsoft, takes care of Inc operations, and travels to Pune 
each year for the management meet. 

It’s been a rewarding journey so far and I could write half a book, 
but for now just a heartfelt thanks to everyone for the support, and 
looking onwards to what the next 10 years have in store... 

Cheers! 

Chirag Bindal, PMP |  
Engagement Manager, Cybage Inc.

Early facts:
• Cybage had initially developed and introduced two 

products namely CyberAge Raider and CyberAge Surfer.
• 1996 – diversified from product development to 

providing offshore software development services.
• 2000 – the company’s name changed from CyberAge  

to Cybage.

“It’s been an eventful 10-years and time has 
whooshed by fast. On this day I can’t help, 
but reflect on some memories especially 
from the early days.” 

Nostalgia

2003 onwards – On the growth path
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On 10th July 2010,  
Chirag completed 10 
successful years of service 
at Cybage and shares this 
nostalgic note.



Digital River team at 
EsselWorld

Grow & Glow workshop 
at Hyderabad

AIDS charity run

CybageAsha toys distribution 
at an orphanage home

MSTR team outing

Happenings 

24x7

Cybage T20 Inter IT 
Cricket Tournament,
inauguration match
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Sports at Hyderabad



The Redmond team at the 
Annual get-together

Ballroom dance classes

Cybage Hyderabad 
Annual Bash

Lexis Nexis outing to Diveagar

ExcelShore™ project party

Documentation 
team potluck

DoubleClick 
lunch outing

Cybage Gandhinagar Annual Bash



10 year felicitations
Jagat Pal Singh
Raghava Reddy

Rajnikant Tripathi
Sunita Pawar

CEO & MD Arun 
Nathani, COO Deepak Nathani along 

with Ritu and Sheena Nathani played the per-
fect host at the Cybage Annual bash ’09. Celebrated 

with great fervor and zing, the event kick-started with a 
spectacular display of fire-n-dance by Shadowz, an internation-

ally acclaimed African jazz troupe. The 3000-strong Cybage family 
danced and swayed to hit melodies sung by Bollywood heart-throb, 

‘KK’. Some of the favorites performed include Pal, Aap ki dua, Dus Bah-
ane, Alvida, Yaaron dosti, Khuda Jaane, and many more. Arun Nathani in 

his inimitable style greeted and addressed Cybagians with his message on 
solidarity, robust growth, and positive direction for future. He along with 
Deepak Nathani felicitated long-serving Cybagians who had completed 
10 successful years in Cybage. The flavor of the evening was the power 
performance presented by the Senior Management of Cybage on the 
popular track ‘All Izz Well’. The party continued with DJ Frankie spin-

ning the wheel with hip-jerking numbers. Even the children and 
tiny tots had a reason to enjoy; tattoo, face painting artists, and 

jumping jacks provided them with entertainment through-
out the evening. This momentous occasion ended 

with a magnificent display of fireworks lighting 
up the night sky and a cheering crowd 

left dazzled!

THE BIG BASH !!!
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“The short distance 
between home and 

work keeps stress at bay as 
I don’t think about beating 
the traffic to get to work 
or rushing home after! 
This helps me do my best 
at work without having to 
compromise on the time with 
my family.” 

Rajesh Dubey | 
Delivery Manager, Pune

“T  he moment I set foot 
at CT1 each day, I feel 

a sense of openness, peace, 
and calm. This helps me think 
better and work better. The 
other special moment was 
when I was waiting for a 
seat in the cafeteria during 
peak lunch hours; one of the 
Cybagians saw me standing, 
hurried up his lunch, and 
quickly offered me his seat. 
This is the warmth you receive 
at Cybage.”

Kavita Munuswamy | 
Sr. Business Development, 
Pune

“My first activity with 
CybageAsha was 

a visit to an orphanage 
as I had no plans for the 
weekend. It was the best 
time I have ever had and I 
cherish that moment till date. 
True happiness is what you 
experience by being a part of 
such events.” 

Prasad Behere | 
Sr. DBA, Pune

“Being a part of the 
Cybage Cultural 

Committee helps balance my 
professional and personal life. 
It gives me the opportunity 
to interact with employees 
across various levels and 
serves as the best platform to 
showcase my talent.” 

Rizwan Husain Naj | 
Software Engineer, Pune

“Cybage has provided 
me with great 

opportunities and 
responsibilities that will 
always help me excel in 
my career. When I look 
around, I see smiling happy 
faces, and this only goes to 
show that I am working in a 
supportive and harmonious 
environment.”

Amit Ramkrushnaji Gaynar | 
QA Engineer, Gandhinagar

“W e at Hyderabad are 
an extremely close- 

knit team, and the variety 
of cultural activities adds 
spice to our daily lives. Team 
Hyderabad also has its own 
sports club with Cybagians 
excelling in snooker, football, 
cricket et al. My overall 
experience tells me it’s a 
company worth working for.”

Sourav Patnaik |
Sr. PM, Hyderabad
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“I am handling two different roles now that I am married. However, 
I have learned to balance my professional and home life equally 

well, and it is very important not to mix them up. Be the best 
housewife at home and be the best employee when at office. I plan 
my schedule to avoid unnecessary stress. Weekends are all about 
socializing, be it with immediate family, friends, or spending time 
with our parents back home. It is extremely important to share our 
time with our families and loved ones.”

Madhuri Kalkhamb | Software Engineer

“I believe that the key to a successful work–life balance is 
effective time management and setting realistic expectations, 

both at work and at home. Preparing my son’s breakfast at 5.00 am 
and intermittently checking my mails, home for lunch and planning 
the tasks for rest of the day, balancing meetings and interactions 
with escalations and emergencies... The extra personal care and 
attention you extend is extremely essential, be it with your team 
members or your family. 

The best days of the week are the weekends. This is when I get 
to nourish my spiritual and physical well being. It may come as 
a surprise to many, but I derive my energy through my spiritual 
discourse and prayer sessions. It is on the weekends that the entire 
family is relaxed, and we get to spend time together doing things 
we enjoy.” 

Usha Elizabeth | Delivery Manager

“My husband’s help in sharing home tasks plays a vital role 
in defining my work–life balance. Together, we ensure 

that we keep work at work and add some fun to our life every day. 
Prioritizing tasks and setting rational goals each day also help me 
effectively manage work and home. The Outlook calendar in office 
and refrigerator post-its at home make sure that I attend to all that 
is important.”

Kanika Bhatia | Sr. Technical Editor

“For me, everything works at the tick of the clock. Striking a 
balance between work and personal life is all about time 

management. What is important for me is that at the end of the day, 
I should feel satisfied about accomplishing all prioritized things both 
in office and at home. Let career and financial growth at office walk 
hand in hand with a healthy and a blissful relationship at home.  
I make it a point to spend time with my family creating fond 
memories to last forever.”

Nidhi Gadhari | Project Manager

Women 
       On the Go...

Achieving a perfect work–life balance is an endeavor  
we women take on every day. CybageTimes caught up  
with a few Cybagians, and here’s what they have to say. 



My Work of Art
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An ensemble of fine photography 
contributed by talented Cybagians.

Saurabh Bajpai | Software Engineer

Digambar Shinde | UI Designer

Shantanu Rao | Sr. UI Manager

Saurabh Shantanu  Digambar



Role
     Model

C ertainly, my father stands out. A 
large part of my success today is 

because of the strong values he instilled 
in me. I still remember what he always 
told us when we were children, “No 
person is wrong or bad, it is what happens 
that is wrong and such 
circumstances are 
beyond our control”. 
However, the one I 
distinctly remember is, 
“Don’t make judgments 
and pass a verdict 
instantly.” These 
words still ring 
in my ears as I 
walk down the 
corporate path.

Nasir Chandwale | 
Delivery Manager, 
Pune 

I don’t have a role model 
but I do admire people 

who are polymaths—people 
who are multi-talented. They 
are Leonardo da Vinci (artist, 
architect, sculptor, and engineer), 
Isaac Newton (mathematician 
and physicist), and Ray 
Kurzweil (who produced music 
synthesizers and optical character 
recognition software). 

Shashank S Bhagwat | Manager 
Accounts, Pune

P u La Deshpande! I have been reading his 
literature, singing his songs, and watching 

his performances since my childhood. His 
thoughts, versatility, attitude towards life, his 
fight against evil in politics, his people skills, 
his simplicity... everything about him always 
fascinates me. 

Preetam Tiwari | Delivery Manager, Pune

I f I had been asked about my role model 
when I was 7, it would have certainly been 

Mahatma Gandhi; at 9, I had just started imitating 
Sachin; and at 10, Dr Kalam... Today, it’s the poor 
Indian farmer. I also learn from a father in a lower 
middle class family—the courage he shows to 
fight against all odds and the continuum of care 
he stretches to his family. 

Shubham Kumar Agarwal | Software Engineer, 
Gandhinagar

‘O ur minds are stronger than 
diamond’–A P J Abdul Kalam. 

A unique blend of modesty and 
excellence, A P J Abdul Kalam is an 
icon of motivation. The ‘Missile Man 
of India’ is blessed with the charisma 
to fill young brains with nuclear 
energy. I admire his confidence-
building skills, futuristic vision, and 
down-to-earth attitude.

Ravi P Choubey | Programmer 
Analyst, Cybage Software Inc.

A role model is 
someone who 

tries to do better and 
doesn’t give up. For 
me, it is Kiran Bedi 
as she has managed 
to make a mark in 
a male-dominated 
country. She is 
a true reformer, 
environmentalist, 
and public speaker.  

Pooja Tyagi | QA 
Engineer, Hyderabad
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C ybageAsha approached Mobile 
Crèches and studied the children’s 

background, their learning needs, and 
the immediate help they require. The 
volunteers at CybageAsha came up with 
a plan that included several interesting 
activities such as making greeting cards, 
toys from trash, drawing competitions, 
health checkup camps, yoga classes, and 
several more.  

A significant move... One of the first 
major activities conducted at the Mobile 
Crèches center was a general health 
check of 46 children. The key purpose of 
conducting this activity was to provide 
immediate healthcare to the children 
and identify the malnourished cases. 
The CybageAsha volunteers realized that 
their support provided only temporary 

relief. Sessions are now being planned 
with the parents of the affected children 
to educate them about their child’s 
health and physical development, 
importance of nutrition, and maintaining 
a well-balanced diet.  

The creative edge... The objective behind 
making ‘toys from trash’ was to enhance 
the children’s creative skills, make them 
learn new things, and help build their 
confidence and self-esteem. The children 
tried their artistic hand in crafting 
beautiful butterflies, dolls, sports caps, 
and paper models that were proudly 
displayed in a common hall for one and 
all to see. The CybageAsha volunteers 
also taught them how to make greeting 
cards, which were later presented to 
their teachers as a symbol of gratitude. 

A drawing competition was also held 
for the younger children to teach them 
different color combinations, paper 
cutting, and painting. 

Yoga delight... Another important 
programme organized by CybageAsha 
in association with Patanjali Yoga center 
at Mobile Crèches was on yoga and light 
weight exercises. The instructor taught 
children basic pranayam and short 
exercises that were useful to them. The 
yoga exercises and techniques were later 
taught to the teachers and caretakers at 
Mobile Crèches so that they can conduct 
the exercises on regular basis.

To be a part of CybageAsha activities, 
please email: ravindraw@cybage.com

You are the Wind 
   Beneath my Wings...
CybageAsha is working with Mobile 
Crèches to give life a whole new meaning 
to the children of construction workers 
through various creative, innovative, and 
thoughtful activities.
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Green Tips - by CybageAsha

T he importance of global warming has taken center stage 
the world over as it is slowly and steadily destroying the 

fragile earth we live in. 

At Cybage, we are committed to preserving the environment 
and we believe that by making simple changes in our 
everyday lives, we can make significant strides to 
improve the planet we all share.

BE THE CHANGE! 
Try integrating these tips into your daily lives 
and make a difference in safeguarding our earth.

• Green your commute: Car pool facility should be 
supported and made proper use of.  

• Reduce your carbon footprints: Switch of the fans, lights, air-
conditioners when you leave the room and turn off monitors 
and CPU’s when not in use.

• Save power: Try using the stairs instead of the elevator 
whenever possible. It will also help you stay fit.

• Avoid wastage: 
  - Avoid unnecessary wastage of any kind and in   

   particular, our most precious resource, water.              
 - During meals, serve yourself the right amount of  

  food to avoid wastage. Together, let’s adopt   
  ‘zero food waste’ at Cybage. 
 - Minimize the use of paper. Print only when   

 essential.

•     Plastic pollution - Use eco-friendly bags such as jute  
          or cloth instead of plastic.  

•    Use a reusable mug – Carry your mug when refilling and 
avoid the usage of throwaways.

“Waste not the smallest thing created, for grains of sand make mountains...”

Green Fact: 1.5 acres – the amount of rainforest lost every second to land development and deforestation, with 
tremendous losses to habitat and biodiversity.



Adventure
    Unlimited

Bird Watching – Bhigwan Lake

“The Bhigwan bird-watching trip was 
a success! The mesmerizing beauty 

of nature and the flocks of flamingos were 
the most fascinating sight at Bhigwan. 
That made my day memorable. Observing 
and listening to the chirping of birds was 
an amazing experience and at the same 
time relaxing.”
- Parul Deshmukh | Sr. QA Engineer

Tikona

“The trip was off to a good start and 
the team planned it extremely well. 

The most remarkable experience was 
being surrounded by monkeys. The view 
of the fort walls from where we were 
standing was beautiful!”
- Yaseen Shaikh | Sr. Technical Support 
Executive

Bhimashankar

“The trek to Bhimashankar was my first 
experience with “Trek Unlimited” 

and it was awesome! Everything 
worked out perfectly; the planning, 
food arrangements, transport, and most 
important, team motivation! I definitely 
look forward to more adventurous events 
in future!”
- Sayali Kanetkar | Software Engineer

“Since this was my first trek, it really 
tested my physical stamina. But I 

simply enjoyed every moment. I definitely 
recommend everyone to join the group.”
- Aditya Kakade | QA Engineer

“I had attended the ‘Khandas–
Bhimashankar’ trek and my experience 

is summed up in just two words, 
‘Fantabulous Fun’. The event was properly 
organized and well executed too. The 
overnight stay with games, tents, and 
bonfire was thrilling. I eagerly await the 
next event.” 
- Chetan Subhash Bahirat | QA Engineer

Straight from the 
heart: Adventure 
enthusiasts at 
Cybage share 
their experiences 
on their recent 
treks with Trek 
Unlimited.

‘There is pleasure in the 
pathless woods, 
There is rapture on the 
lonely shore,
There is a society where 
none intrudes,  
By the deep sea and music 
in its roar:  
I love not mankind the less, 
but nature more.’  

“After my trekking 
experience with Trek 
Unlimited to Tikona,  
I understood the  
meaning of this verse.”

- Saurabh Vishwas Wajpe | 
Software Engineer

Bhigwan

Tikona

Bhimashankar

Bhimashankar
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To become a member, email: TrekUnlimited@Cybage.com



Cybage extends its deepest 
condolences to the family of Nikita 
Kadam. May God grant eternal 
peace to her soul and strength to 
her loved ones in these intense 
moments of grief.  

Street 

Riders’ 
Syndicate

F ormed a year ago, the Street Riders’ Syndicate (SRS) is a bunch of Cybage enthusiasts who are 
in complete awe with the dynamics of motion and the beauty of nature. They share a common 

interest in bike riding on endless highways, winding roads, rocky terrain, through rolling hills, and 
lush greenery. It all began with three Cybagians and one common goal; today they are a proud 
family of over 60 members.

Organized once a month, SRS nurtures the true riding spirit with all the necessary safety norms and 
attention. You not only get the thrill to explore new destinations on bike but also an opportunity to 
indulge in photography and adventure.     

To be a part of SRS, email: nkhankhoje@cybage.com

You will be  
in our Heart           
always
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1. Name the University Bill Gates dropped 
out of and 30 years later completed his 
degree?

2. Which global brand means “Greek 
Goddess of Victory”? 

3. When and where did Cybage 
commence its operations?  

4. A fortune 500 company unveiled its 
new slogan “Save Money, Live better,” 
Name the company? 

5. Name the organization set up by 
the Ministry of Communication and 
Information Technology, Government 
of India with the objective of 
encouraging, promoting, and boosting 
the Software Exports from India? 

(Please email your contributions to this 
section to: CybageTimes@Cybage.com)  

Test Your

 “GK”

Ans: 1-Harvard, 2-Nike, 3-1995/Salunke Vihar, 4-Walmart, 5-STPI




